BA LA N C E PR OTOC OL
MO DULE ONE

D R . A NT H O N Y G. B EC K

MOD U L E O N E
MISSION

INTRODUCTION

Mission of this program is to provide
a powerful overview of influences on
ones health but not overwhelm.

All you have done and are doing both passive and active has
you where you are right now.

Educate on the true root causes of
disease

Your life situation and all that comes with good, bad or ugly
rests on your shoulders alone...no one else.

Motivate you to take solid corrective
action.
Inspire you to obtain your highest
level of wellbeing.
Not going to attempt to share huge
volumes of complicated science.

You get in life what you tolerate and negotiate.

We are principle source of what state of health we are in.
Everything in your life is a reflection of a choice you have made.
Everything in your life is reflection of choices you are NOT
making.
If you want a different result then make a different choice.

Teach you things that are free from
dogma

If you want to change your situation you must change your
state.

Help you learn how to protect yourself
from all the obtuse opinions.

Balance Protocol gives you exactly what you need to change
your state because of the framework and knowledge it provides.

Put into terms and distill down
understanding everyone can use.

Must take Personal Responsibility. You are the ultimate
person in control and don’t need anyone’s permission to have
wellbeing.

Give you systems that work.
My passion and reason to be here
in front of you right now is not to
entertain you.
Teach you how think and research
so you don’t have to believe me or
anyone else.
Encourage you to put YOU first so that
all your desires to serve others can be
achieved.
Create a movement and invite you to
be a part of it.

Every 2 days we create
as much data as was
created since dawn of
civilization until 2003 ~
5 Exabytes

You can also never expect anyone else to have your health at
their best interest.
You can not blame anyone other than yourself for your current
state of health.
The fabulous news is right now you are about to learn the first
steps on how you can dynamically shift your state of health.
What you are up against.
Fear and Coercion from Conventional Medicine.
Sociological Programming of take this for that BS to get you to
website, so you see ads that pay them.
If it worked for someone else it must work for me is not that
simple.
Living vicariously through others is a dead in road.
Allow ourselves to be mesmerized to endless streams of new
images and new information.
Being a sucker for the sizzle of some new great discovery.
Today’s Technology Age.
Constantly “connected” to devices NOT others.

-Google CEO
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Misery Loves Company
Change your strategy - Change your state
This program begins that process. Don’t think it is
just one or a few things. It take lots of effort. You have
to come out of your comfort and convenience zone. No
handfuls of darts thrown or shotguns.

• Friends & Family Kryptonite

Pills, potions, powder, gizmos and gadgets won’t heal you
Start with foundational principles of Balance Protocol to
lay the foundation. Support new choices using personal
laboratory data that matters. Use a framework to navigate
and set the order of operations. Seek help from clinicians
who put you at the center of narrative and not dogma.

• 4 Factors

• Events
• Peer Pressure
• Logistics
• Mocking
• Environment
• Air
• Water
• Light
• Sound

It All Starts Now!

• EMF

What you are going to learn in this
program is the starting point.

• Movement

• Lifestyle

These initial modules are going to set the
foundation.

• Routine

This program will finally provide you the
health freedom you have always wanted.

• Activity

Keep in mind is only the beginning and
there is lots more to learn and implement.

• Play

Be patient with the process, take action at
each step and apply everything.
Nothing here is optional and it is all
required.

There are no easy or
quick fixes
Let’s Do This!

• Change it up
• Exercise
• Mindset
• Have strong reason for living
• Taking control of your health
• Releasing suppressed emotions
• Increasing positive emotions
• Expand your beliefs
• Deepening spiritual connection
• Embracing social support
• Be brave enough to walk away from
things and others
• Nutrition
• Determined by biochemical individuality
• Supported by Laboratory Assessment
• Simple ingredients
• Simple preparation
• Varied & diverse
• Dynamic change in diet needed at
different times
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The Status Quo
Where Opinion Comes From
Ask yourself where did your position or opinion come from. Was it from personal research and investigation
or mimicking someone else’s clever marketing? As is said..word of mouth advertising is the most powerful
form. This is also why it has so such potential for detriment. Today it comes from a little thing called a
“share” button. Research used to be in a library using a card catalog and dewey decimal system. Now people
get their information from “googling”. You must stop getting your information and forming your knowledge
that way.
Confirmation Bias
Only looking for confirming evidence while avoiding dis-confirming evidence. Tendency to search for,
interpret, favor, and recall information in a way that confirms one’s preexisting beliefs or hypotheses. The
internet knows this all too well can they build content purposefully to take advantage of it. Supportive
for own desired conclusions irrespective of quality or negative evidence. People like their version of crazy.
Makes sense to their current understanding as it exists now in their own mind. People also tend to interpret
ambiguous evidence as supporting their existing position. Problem is that does not make it correct.
Congruence Bias
Testing one’s own theory by looking for positive evidence and cherry picking evidence. So many Facebook
groups that are literal echo chambers.
Belief Polarization
Occurs when 2 people with opposing prior beliefs both strengthen their beliefs after observing the
same data. When people encounter ambiguous evidence, this bias can potentially result in each of them
interpreting it as in support of their existing attitudes.. This widens rather than narrows the disagreement
between them.
Belief Perseverance
When beliefs persist after the evidence for them is shown to be false. Folks hate finding themselves alone
on opinion and/or not actually knowing any better. The need to save face actually puts on a mask that
others can not see you nor are you able to have clear view.
Theory of Evolution
The word theory was dropped along the way but it’s still only a theory. Definition of Evolution = change in
kind. A change of kind has never been observed. There is zero evidence for evolution....zero. This distinction
is vital to not be fooled into false precepts. Examples would be “Paleo” or “Ancestral” or “Evolutionary” as
justification. Just look at the massive industry and marketing space these false terms have created and
continue to perpetuate.
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Many scientific dissenters
Scientific Dissent from Darwinism PDF
Truth about Science
Definition of Science
It’s a process not a single thing. Based on observation and experiment.
Repeatability, NOT politics. It is not a democracy. Can not be determined by polling. There is never
“consensus”. There are always Pro and Con positions.
Perpetual skepticism
YOU can decide for yourself
Problems With Current Medical Approaches
Acute vs. Chronic care. Whether the health complaint is 3 weeks or 3 years, the treatment is the same.
Disease becomes the center of the narrative and the sole target of intervention. Sets the ground for a
medical industrial complex. The individual has no baring on what you “have”. Name it, Blame it, Claim it,
Tame it. With a name it seemly becomes real. False responsibility goes to something like family history.
Patient takes ownership when a diagnosis is given. Patient and practitioner now have a mutual entity in
which to attack. Patient retains that ball & chain for life. This sets up the pill pushers to make you believe
you have to take that pill for life.
Myth of Diagnosis
How many symptoms on a check list. Never really tells why or what contributed as root causes. Makes
sense to have something to call it for a sort of common ground but that should be all. Fails to create
comprehensive action plan. If the Dx is all that is treated then so much more is missed. Sticks stronger than
super glue.
Myth of Medication
How can something that if a healthy person took it they become sick is supposed to make a sick person
healthy? Rx medication can and does help IF used with proper understanding and context.. No rubber
stamp of that they are all bad NOR that they are benign. May have RCT for one drug but not many taken
together. People on Antidepressant are still depressed. Medication has zero bases in the accuracy to the
patient. Hence new “personalized medicine”. Those orange bottles with white tops just keep stacking up.
Take one and it leads to the need to take another.
Myth of Psychotherapy
Physical and psychological trauma can not be fixed with molecules foreign to the body.
The lack or absence of drugs does not manifest the disease so thus it can not be the solution.
This is antithesis of nutrients. Huge host of nutrient deficiencies are known to cause mental and
psychological symptoms. The lack of these nutrients manifests in disease and their repletion is the solution.
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Doesn’t pass the Balance Protocol Coma Test
DSM V (Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders, Fifth Edition) is 100% accurate and 0% valid
Myth of Mind-Body separate
The body gives numerous feedback loops to the mind. Immune connects endocrine connects neurological
Gut, Skin, Eyes, individual organs. The mind gives numerous programmings to the body Gut, Skin, Eyes,
individual organs. Even medicine must account for placebo. Most folks haven’t hear of Nocebo. Ex: Women
and periods - Men and erections. There are absolutely a vast connection of the Mind and Body
Myth of FDA insures safety
Does not have your interest in mind. Their tenet is for “Public” health and safety. That is a collective term
not a singular term. They have long list and rich history of getting it wrong. Documentary: War on Health:
FDA’s cult of tyranny. Documentary: Escape Fire. Make no mistake about it - FDA is a cartel. Policy gets
defined by the highest bidder.
Myth of Studies
Randomized Controlled Trial. Though they can be great and useful they can not trump all things. Many RCT
are proven incorrect by other RCT.
Parachutes Don’t Have RCT PDF
Observation-Expectancy Effect
Form of reactivity in which a researcher’s cognitive bias causes them to subconsciously influence the
participants of an experiment. Go to a fancy university facility and the subject feels obligated to claim
result due to interaction with the clinicians.
Hawthorne Effect
Type of reactivity in which individuals modify an aspect of their behavior in response to their awareness of
being observed.
Demand Characteristics
Refers to an experimental artifact where participants form an interpretation of the experiment’s purpose
and unconsciously change their behavior to fit that interpretation.
Things to Consider
The number (n=)
Population source
Inclusionary and Exclusionary criteria
The environment
The confounding variables
Who funded it
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Catastrophe Model Of Current Disease Care Business
How do YOU match the study

you must be the next victim

drugs and attorneys

Central Dogma

What you eat has nothing to do
with anything

Drugs can be useful if in the
correct context and in short term

DNA > RNA > Protein

Pharmaceuticals

Procedures

You are a looser from the
beginning and a byproduct of
your DNA

Only they can make claim to

Body parts are optional

treat disease

Routine screening for disease vs.
Routine education for health

Mendelian Inheritance

due to no patents

Taught in all medical schools

If something like it happened to
someone you are related to then

Supplements can’t have trials
Think of all the commercials for

Flexner Report
Established the medical mafia we have today. 1910
American Medical Association with no $ got help
from Rockefeller and Carnegie. Reviewed medical
education across country to determine/rank who
was teaching sound principles. Schools that agreed
to use drug intensive approach received funding.
Others were systematically closed down
Government
Conspiracy NOT Theory
Control of Patents
Gene patents issued but overturned in 2013
Long list of methods and devices used to control
citizenry
Government Control Patents PDF
http://patft.uspto.gov

Fuels outrageous cost of care
They are not preventative
maintenance

State of the Union
According to the CDC Adults age 18-64 - 50%
suffer from 1 or more chronic disease.
U.S. spends $300 Billion per year and is more
than entire world combined.
Institute of Medicine states that 30% of the $750
Billion spent per year on health care is wasted
and doesn’t improve health.
Causes of Death
Heart Disease
Cancer
Medical Error
Stroke
Respiratory Disease
Largely Preventable
Cancer Prevented with Lifestyle Changes PDF

Natural-Holistic
Keep healthy aversion to these terms
Whole list of supplements
Health and wellness space is chock full of nutz
Most approaches are just protest and opposition to
conventional
These folks use the same failed model but different
medicine cabinet
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NOISE AND CONFUSION
Bloggers

Fake news shows

Simply hold themselves out as experts with no
training.. Vast majority have zero formal education.
Are “self-proclaimed” experts and have never worked
a patient case in their life. They are expert parrots.
Content is base on market research. Designed
to generate traffic to ads on their page. Posts
are written by hired writers for content sake and
purposefully riddled with affiliate links to amazon
or other shopping carts. May be right on somethings
however do not know your case.

Commercials

Internet Marketers
Research interest and crank out content. Rehashed
homogenized information. Content always attached
to a supplement.
Dietary Supplements

Ask for doctor is “xyz” is right for you.
Tells people that a particular symptom equals a
need for a drug.
Uses cartooning and emotion leverages
Actors and Athletes
Their lives not even remotely like yours.
Profession is to be something they are not true
hallmark of what you do not need. Want you to
believe them by default just because they are
famous. Not out there telling you to use their
attorney or banker or wealth manager. Will
prostitute themselves out for anything if the cash
is paid.

Take this for that.

Gurus

Disease centered.

You can not live vicariously through others.
Stories of what they did can be useful but must
filter through your uniqueness.

No quantification of the individual.
No inclusionary or exclusionary criteria.
Made to sound like they are good for everyone.
Quality is not always good.
There are many supplement to supplement/drug
interactions.
Never told when to stop taking them.

Examples to compare
Oprah
Kim K
Tim Farriss
Tony Robbins
Mercola

Dr. McDougall
Ray Peat
JJ Virgin
Dave Asprey

Commentary TV
The truth is real news is dead. What you see on TV
is produced and manufactured for entertainment
and viewership. It’s all about entertaining you long
enough to show you commercials. The problem is it
repeats false narratives. People then make erroneous
decisions based on things they don’t know do not
apply to them.
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Hijacking Your n=1
Who has the real burden of proof?
There will always be negative evidence. Your clinical
experience is anecdotal to others. It is still evidence.
Powers that be and those who seek to control you
will show themselves.
Multi-Level Marketing
Unqualified people with good intentions. They lead
with “opportunity”. Never attached to individual
quantification. Always are supplement or product
based only.
Friends and Family
You are not other people. Common mistake of
thinking you can do what others have done and
get the same result. You must have some basis of
quantification of how something applies to you.
Mock, Ridicule and Corrupt
FB groups - I’m shocked by what I see in them. Others
doing what others do. No clinical background. No
clinical experience. Message is not to quantify but
just do such and such Hugely dogmatic and obtuse.
Hugely homogenized. Nothing but echo chambers.
How narratives begin
Someone has a story and wants to share it.
They seek methods on how to market it. Marketing
trainers say for you to pick a niche. They need what is
called a hook to separate them from everyone else.
They use of titilating methods for appeal. Medical
medium waving hands around. Applied Kinesiology
using harm bars. Using pendulums and dowsing rods.
Scary story like mycotoxins on coffee.

Judging Sources of Information
Those you accept advice from...
Are they obese?
Do they have dark circle eyes?
Healthy Hair, skin?
Brightness of countenance?
Do they speak of their disease?
It is OK to disagree and to challenge
status quo?
Do they tell you that you are unique?
Show you how to qualify if it applies
to you or not?
Cynicism vs. Skepticism
Cynicism = believing the worst of
something or someone. It has nothing
to do with evidence. It is an outlook on
life. Ex. believes that people are selfish and
always act out of self-interest.
Skepticism = refusal to believe
without evidence or scientific, sound
reasons. Often due to not experiencing
something yet. It’s an uninformed
opinion.
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Need for new model
Evidence Based Medicine
Have dictatorship monopoly on
what is evidence. Not valid unless
RCT. Make themselves hypocrites.
Even Parachutes fail that test.

Balance Protocol
Framework of understanding ones biochemical individuality and
applying proper strategies to ensure highest level of wellbeing.

Personalized Medicine
Sounds like it’s about the patient
but it’s not. Supposedly based on
genetics. Gives no determination
of if those genes are in expression
or not. Has no including of patient
story of environment, lifestyle,
mindset or nutrition. Only to
prescribe pharmaceuticals Partially
correct to adjust Rx meds with
genetic consideration.

Context, Context, Context

Integrative Medicine
Embraces a huge tool box of
strategies. Leverage what is useful
but don’t put all your eggs in that
one basket.
Functional Medicine
This is my field within Integrative
Medicine. A word of caution about
those who claim that banner.
Same vernacular but entirely
different application. The field has
already been corrupted by digital
marketers. Practitioners are nichépickers.
Diagnosis vs Prognosis
Some value in accepting the
description of what the situation is.
Total crap of what the out come is
going to be. Giving some amount
of time to live is perposterous.

Environment, Lifestyle, Mindset and Nutrition
Recognizes you are as a category of one.
Qualify Quantify Measure Monitor
Everything in the body is interconnected
Doing the right thing in the right order
Ultimate Litmus
How then does one know what IS correct?
Hint: I must be based on you - More later
When stuck between conflicting studies
Were YOU in that study? Do YOU match the patient sample?
Realize vast majority focused on one aspect and don’t take into
account real life. It’s ok to have confirmation bias - it’s your life.
Don’t Live Vicariously
Don’t base Your Chapter 1 on someones Chapter 10. It worked for
me therefore it works for others. They say this is good for that or
take this for that. Ex. bananas contain potassium -> potassium does
xyz -> eat bananas.
Balance Protocol
Finally a method of approach that allows you to navigate
Whole-systems wellness approach that enables you to understand
how your own unique biochemistry holds the keys to moving you
to ultimate wellbeing. Clinical method of applying a systemized
approach to developing an individualized program.
Resources
References
Scientific Dissent from Darwinism PDF
Parachutes Don’t Have RCT PDF
Government Control Patents PDF
Cancer Prevented with Lifestyle Changes PDF
Links
http://patft.uspto.gov
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